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In this paper, we reinvestigate remote state preparation by using the prepared non-maximally
entangled channel. An innovative remote state preparation protocol is developed for deterministically preparing information encoded in quantum states without additional consumption of quantum
resources. We have increased the success probability of preparing a d-dimensional quantum state
to 1 via a non-maximally entangled quantum channel. A feasibly experimental scheme is also designed to realize the above-mentioned deterministic scheme. This work provides a valuable method
to address decoherence and environmental noises in the practicalization of quantum communication
tasks.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The quantum network, the backbone of quantum computing architectures, is composed of spatially separated
nodes storing quantum information in quantum bits and
connected by quantum channels [1–5]. The exchange of
quantum information between different nodes is accomplished via quantum channels. Remote state preparation
(RSP) can be considered as transferring known quantum information between two different quantum nodes
[6]. Two communicators called Alice and Bob are placed
in two different quantum nodes and previously share an
entangled quantum state as the quantum channel. In
ideal RSP protocols [7–9], Alice deterministically prepares a known quantum state for Bob through a maximally entangled quantum channel. Due to decoherence
and environmental noise, the maximally entangled channel employed in RSP schemes inevitably degenerates into
an undesired non-maximally entangled one [10–14], the
success probability of the RSP is degraded from 100%
correspondingly.
Entanglement is indispensable to the application of
quantum technologies, like scalable quantum calculation
[15–17] and quantum communication assignments [18–
22]. It is lighthearted to manipulate with the current experimental techniques whereas it is still challenging to entangle different long-distance quantum systems strongly
[23–26]. Compared to the demanding maximally entangled channel employed in the standard RSP protocol, it
is more readily to prepare generally entangled states as
quantum resources for transferring quantum information
[27–29]. However, employing a non-maximally entangled
channel is less efficient than utilizing a maximally entangled one to transfer quantum information conventionally
[6, 7, 30]. Therefore, one of the problems of fundamental and practical significance is to engineer deterministic
RSP (DRSP) protocols with excellent robustness against
decoherence and environmental noises. The mainstream
solution currently is to increase the success probability of RSP by enhancing the entanglement of quantum
channels. There exist sorts of practices to enhance entanglement, such as entanglement purification [31–36],
quantum catalysis [37–40] and local filtering operations

[41–45]. Entanglement purification protocols achieve the
above objective by locally manipulating multiple copies
of harsh entangled states to produce fewer copies with
increased fidelity [46]. The method with the advantage
of quantum catalysts has high communication efficiency
without ancillary entanglement consumed or degraded
[47]. However, more entanglement resources are requisite beforehand in both approaches, which increases the
difficulty of experiments. Local filtering operations on
entangled quantum channels may activate their desirable features but additionally have higher experimental complexity [48]. Briefly, boosting the degree of entanglement of quantum channels requires tedious operations and more consumption of quantum resources. It
is still challenging experimentally so far to entangle diverse systems strongly. Therefore, it is worth considering
whether there exist other ingenious approaches instead of
improvement on the entanglement strength of quantum
channels to increase the success probability of RSP.
Herein, we propose an optimal DRSP protocol where
any given quantum state is accessible to be prepared deterministically via a generally entangled quantum channel. The probability of success has increased from
2|α|2 (|α|2 ≤ 12 ) to one without increased quantum resources, and it is scarcely affected by the entanglement
of quantum channels in this well-designed scheme. Even
if the utilized entangled channel is degraded by environmental noises, the probability of success stays constant
as long as this entanglement is present. It is unnecessary to increase consumption of quantum resources to
improve the quality of quantum channels beforehand,
which minimizes the expenditure of costs and lessens the
experimental complexities significantly. For specific operations, measurement procedures involved in this RSP
programme are scheduled in the last step for better simplicity, rather than interspersed in the scenario as before.
And the easier-to-operate projection measurement (PM)
under the simple set of orthogonal vectors is adopted, not
the positive operator-valued measurement inapproachable experimentally [9, 49–51]. This DRSP protocol provides constructive implications for the further development of quantum communication technologies.

2
II. DETERMINISTIC REMOTE PREPARATION
OF A D-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM STATE VIA
A GENERALLY ENTANGLED QUANTUM
CHANNEL
the success probability of RSP

Conventional RSP protocols - Let us recall the standard RSP protocol briefly [6–8]. Two spatially separated
parties, Alice and Bob, previously share a maximally entangled quantum channel |ϕiAB = √12 (|00i + |00i)AB .
Alice possesses one of the entangled pairs qubit A and
Bob possesses the other qubit B. The goal of Alice is to
prepare information encoded on a qubit for Bob, using local operations and classical communication (LOCC). The
qubit state that Alice aims to prepare for Bob is generalised as |ϕi = x0 |0i+x1 |1i, where x0 and x1 are complex
numbers. Alice initially measures her member of the preshared pair under the basis associated with the prepared
information and sends the outcome to Bob via a classicalcommunication channel. On receiving the measurement
outcome, Bob performs corresponding unitary transformations on his member of the shared pair to recover the
unknown qubit. For RSP to invariably succeed via a
maximally entangled channel, Nguyen et. al modulated
the standard RSP protocol slightly [9]: Alice extra adds
an auxiliary qubit named C and performs a C-NOT gate
[52–54] on qubits A and C. She respectively measures
these two qubits on two various bases concerning the
prepared information and sends outcomes to Bob. Bob
thereby performs relevant unitary operations on qubit B.
The weakness of the above RSP schemes is that they
are only applicable to preparing 2, 4, or 8-dimensional
quantum states [50]. Nguyen et. al constructed another DRSP protocol afterward for any dimension employing positive operator-valued measurement [51]. Regrettably, these quantum communication programs are
accomplished via pure maximally entangled channels.
Realistic quantum channels are noisy inevitably on account of decoherence and environmental factors. While
the quantum channel is not a maximally entangled state
but a partially entangled one |ϕiAB = (α|00i + β|11i)AB
(|α|2 + |β|2 = 1, |α| ≤ |β|), the success probability is
decayed to 2|α|2 (|α|2 ≤ 21 ) consequently in previous RSP
schemes (further detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A). Assuming |α| = sinθ, |β| = cosθ(0 ≤ θ ≤ π4 ),
then the success probability of RSP can be represented
by 2(sinθ)2 . Fig. 1 illustrates the variation of the success
probability as a function of θ. Undoubtedly, the closer θ
is to π4 , the higher the success probability is. Only when
θ = π4 , i.e., employing a maximally entangled channel,
does the probability of success reach 1 according to traditional RSP protocols. To that end, it is of absolute
necessity to design a refreshed protocol in which RSP invariably succeeds even if the quantum channel is a nonmaximally entangled one (|α| 6= |β|).
The optimal DRSP protocol - To deterministically
preparing quantum information via a non-maximally entangled channel, we have designed a generalized DRSP
scheme where quantum information encoded in the quan-
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the success probability
of RSP as a function of the entanglement coefficient θ in conventional RSP schemes. It is presented that the probability of
success can reach 1 only when θ = π4 , i.e., the quantum channel is a maximally entangled quantum state (|α| = |β| = √12 ).

tum state can be prepared faithfully even if the quantum
channel is a non-maximally entangled state. The success
probability of RSP is increased from 2|α|2 (|α|2 ≤ 21 ) to
1 by means of local opearations and simpler measurement approaches. The following is a detailed description
of the optimal DRSP scheme proposed in this investigation. Assuming that Alice assists Bob in the preparation
of a d-dimensional quantum state whose mathematical
formalism can be generalized as follows,
|ϕi =

d−1
X

xn |ni

n=0

=

d−1
X

(1)
|xn |e

iθn

|ni,

n=0

where xn are complex numbers satisfying the normalPd−1
ization condition n=0 |xn |2 = 1. Qudits A and B are
entangled and possessed by Alice and Bob severally. The
quantum channel is the entangled quantum state |ϕiAB
represented by the following form,
|ϕiAB =

d−1
X

λmn |mniAB ,

(2)

m,n=0

where complex numbers λmn satisfy orthogonal normalPd−1
ization m,n=0 |λmn |2 = 1. Only if all |λmn | are equal
to the same value, |ϕiAB is a maximally entangled quantum state. As in a DRSP scheme employing a maximally
entangled channel [9], Alice introduces an auxiliary qudit C set in the initial state |0iC and employs a C-NOT
gate on qudits A and C, which entangles these three particles and renders two separable quantum states |ϕiAB
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and |0iC into an hyperentangled quantum state
(m,j)

|ϕ0 iABC =CAC (|ϕiAB ⊗ |0iC )
=

d−1
X

λmn |mnkm iABC ,

(3)

m,n=0

the mathematical form of a C-NOT gate can be witten
as
(m,j)
CAC

=

d−1
X

|m, j ⊕ km ihm, j|,

(4)

m,j=0

where km = 0, 1, · · · , d − 1. We hereby assume that j ⊕
km = km when j = 0. The following operations are
disparate from the traditional RSP schemes. A series
of artful operations would be applied to realize DRSP
via a non-maximally entangled channel. Firstly, Alice
manipulates qudits A and C unitarily and then transmits
qudit A to Bob while the information to be prepared
is stored in the hyperentangled quantum state |ϕ2 iABC .
Thereby Bob can operate on qudits A and B locally. In
the end, Alice and Bob perform PM on qudits C and
A under the orthogonal basis {0,1,...,d-1} respectively.
What follows is an exhaustive elaboration of the above
tactics.
Step (I) Since Alice knows the information prepared
for Bob, she is allowed to perform the unitary transformation associated with the information on qudit A. After
that the hyperentangled state is unitarily evolved into

Step (III) For the sake of achieving DRSP without
increasing quantum resource consumption, it is feasible
to transfer qudit A from Alice to Bob. Communication
security is ensured by encoding the prepared information
in a non-local hyperentangled quantum state. Bob subsequently has the capability to perform joint operations
on qudits A and B. This solution is also adopted in the
experiment for a novel teleportation protocol that is in
principle unconditional and requires only a single photon
as an ex-anteprepared resource [59].
s,n
|ϕ3 iABC =CAB
|ϕ2 iABC

=

d−1 d−1
X
X

λs(n⊕ks ) |xs |eiθs |s(n ⊕ ks )km iABC
(9)
m,n=0 s=0

=

=

Step (IV) To reach the target further, Bob applies
another C-NOT gate on qudits B and A. Following this
procedure, only the process of measuring the irrelevant
particles remains at the end.
l,s
|ϕ3 iABC
|ϕ4 iABC =CBA

=

λsn |xs |e

i(θs ±θm,s )

|snkm iABC ,

(5)

|xs |ei(θn ±θm,s ) |sihm|.

(6)

m=0 s=0

Step (II) Alice employs a quantum phase gate (QPG)
on qudits A and C. The function of QPG is that one particle obtains an additional phase regarding the phase information conditional to the other particle state according
to the transformation |ii1 |ji2 → exp {iφij } |ii1 |ji2 [55–
58]. QPG becomes universal when φ = φ11 + φ00 − φ10 −
φ01 6= 0. Under this operation, the quantum state of the
system is evolved into the following one,
m,s
|ϕ2 iABC =PAC
|ϕ1 iABC

=

d−1
X d−1
X

λsn |xs |eiθs |snkm iABC ,

(7)

m,n=0 s=0

where
m,s
PAC
=

λ(s⊕kl )l |xq |eiθq |(s ⊕ kl )lkm iABC

d−1
X d−1
X

λql |xq |eiθq |qlkm iABC

m,l=0 s=0

=

=

d−1
X

q,m=0

where
d−1
X d−1
X

d−1
X d−1
X

d−1
X d−1
X

m=0 s=0

(10)

m,l=0 q=0

m,n=0 s=0

UAm =

λsl |xs |eiθs |slkm iABC .

m,l=0 s=0

|ϕ1 iABC =UAm |ϕ0 iABC
d−1
X d−1
X

d−1 d−1
X
X

e∓iθm,s |skm ihskm |.

(8)

λqm |qmiAC

d−1
X

|xn |eiθn |niB .

n=0

Step (V) Single-particle measuring is always easier to
operationalize than joint measurement on multiple particles practically. For simplicity, two communicators execute PM on auxiliary qudits respectively, which is differentiated from previous RSP schemes as well. Communicators do not have to make joint Bell measurements implementable but challenging currently [60–63]. Instead,
Alice and Bob implement PM on qudits C and A under
the simplest basis {0,1} severally. RSP is always successful with either measurement result. Bob surely obtains
the quantum state x0 |0iB + x1 |1iB (Eq. (1)) which Alice
prepares for him.
The above represent the framework of the optimal
DRSP protocol exhibited in this investigation. Appendix
B displays the case of preparing a two-dimensional quantum state deterministically through a maximally entangled channel. One of the most significant highlights is the
success probability is independent of the utilized entangled quantum channel, derived from Eq. (10). No matter how weak the entanglement of the quantum channel
is, the success probability of RSP is always unit faithfully. In terms of reducing the experimental complexity,
the requirements for preparing quantum channels are re-
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duced remarkably, and a simple measurement approach
is adopted in this DRSP protocol.

III.

REALIZATION

The experimental schematic diagram for remotely
preparing a polarization-encoded photon via a generally
entangled channel is illustrated in Fig. 2. Suppose the
assignment of Alice is to facilitate Bob in preparing a
polarization state of a photon: |ϕi = x0 |Hi + x1 |V i
(hither H indicates the horizontal linear polarization, V
indicates the vertical linear polarization). The function
of ultrafast femtosecond laser pulses is to pump spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) processes
[64–66] to prepare two pairs of polarization-entangled
photons A-B and C-t [67–69]. The initial polarized state
|HiC of photon C is produced by using the set of halfwave plates and quarter-wave plates. The other photon entangled with photon C, i.e., t, is detected at detector Dt , heralding the presence of a single photon in
mode C. To confirm the generalization of our protocol, a
partial polarizing beam splitter is placed in the path of
photon B to produce a non-maximally entangled channel |ϕiAB = α|HHi + β|V V iAB . After the preparation
of the non-maximally quantum channel and an auxiliary
polarized quantum state is completed, Alice performs a
C-NOT gate on the control photon A and the target photon C. Note that one auxiliary photon set in the polarized
state |Hi + |V i is craved for the performance of a faithful
CNOT operation [70–72]. This ancilla is unconsumed in
the gate operation and can be recycled for further use.
Because Alice knows the prepared quantum information
for Bob, she possesses the capability to apply unitary
operation UAm associated with the information on photon
A. This operation can be decomposed into a combination
of Hadamard gates [73–75] and phase gates for more elementary operation in the experiment. Alice subsequently
employs a QPG on photons A and C, which is easy to
achieve with the current technology [76–78]. Afterward,
photon A is sent to Bob, then two C-NOT gates with various control and target photons are employed on photons
A and B. PM is implemented on photons A and C severally. The quality of preparation, which can be estimated
by performing quantum state tomography (QST) [79–81]
between the prepared polarized state |ϕi = x0 |Hi+x1 |V i
and the obtained polarized state of photon B.

IV.

DISCUSSION

Herein we offer an alternative solution and demonstrate a novel DRSP protocol that allows for, in principle, increasing the success probability of RSP from
2|α|2 (|α|2 ≤ 12 ) to 100% without additional consumption
of quantum resources. Remote preparation of quantum
information encoded in quantum states demands entangled channels. The majority of attempts for improving

the efficiency of state preparation are intended to enhance the entanglement strength of quantum channels by
investing more quantum resources. The optimal DRSP
protocol well-designed in this investigation is unconditional in improving entangled channels. As illustrated
in Fig. 3, the probability of success is affected by the
entanglement strength of the quantum channel in conventional RSP schemes. Nothing but when the quantum
channel is a maximally entangled state, i.e., |α| = |β|,
the probability of success can reach 1. However, the success probability of the optimal DRSP scheme proposed
in this study is independent of the entanglement strength
of quantum channels. Even if the utilized quantum channel is degraded to a non-maximally entangled one, i.e.,
|α| 6= |β| the success probability of RSP remains unit
and is always constant without increasing quantum resources consumption. Besides, this ingenious DRSP protocol only craves single communication, whereas Roa’s
scheme [82] needs multiple correspondences to transfer
an equivalent amount of quantum information. It is unnecessary to construct multiple [83] and repeated [82]
entanglement channels for the realization of deterministic communication assignments. In addition, we adopted
a more convenient measurement method of PM instead
of the complex approach of positive operator-valued measurement [51]. Most previous RSP schemes are only suitable for the preparation of 2, 4, and 8-dimensional quantum states [50]. Our generalized DRSP scheme applies
to prepare quantum states of arbitrary dimensions. It is
well-known that the ability of coherent manipulation of
higher-dimensional quantum states is crucial for inventing advanced quantum technologies. Concerning the circumscribed two-dimensional systems, higher-dimensional
systems possess virtues of noise resilience in quantum
communications tasks and more efficient quantum computing and simulation. Consequently, the extension to
remote preparation of high-dimensional quantum states
realizable in this program is significant for developing
quantum science and technology.

V.

CONCLUSION

We have addressed decoherence affecting remote
preparation of quantum states and provided a noiseresistant faithful DRSP protocol. The sender prepares
quantum information for the receiver deterministically
in this neoteric scheme even if the quantum channel is
a non-maximally entangled quantum state. The success possibility of RSP is boosted to 100% without more
consumption of quantum resources, which is beyond the
standard protocol threshold. We are unconditional on
heightening the entanglement of quantum channels as
before. Moreover, our solution is more concise and realizable since we employ the generally entangled quantum
channel and a simple measurement method concerning
the previous RSP protocols. Our approach has provided
a deeper insight into interesting extensions of traditional
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FIG. 2. Experimental diagram to prepare a polarized state of a photon in a remote place via a non-maximally entangled
channel. A pulsed ultraviolet (UV) laser beam is split to focus on two barium borate nonlinear (BBO) crystals and produces
two pairs of polarization-entangled A-B and C-t. PPBS is employed to prepare a pure non-maximally entangled channel
|ϕiAB = α|HHi + β|V V i)AB . The heralded single-photon polarization state is set on |HiC , triggered by its twisted photon t.
Alice firstly performs a C-NOT gate on photons A and C. One extra ancilla photon |Hi + |V i is needed beyond the control
and target photons to realize a deterministic C-NOT operation. Secondly, Alice applies single-photon unitary transformation
m
UA
on photon A. Thirdly, She employs a QPG on photons A and C and sends A to Bob. Bob subsequently performs C-NOT
s,n
l,s
gates CAB
and CBA
on photons A and B in succession. The last step of the optimal DRSP protocol is measurement. PM is
implemented on photons A and C severally. The quantum state of photon B is analyzed via QST to test the quality of this
DRSP scheme. Note here that CNG is the C-NOT gate, PBS is the polarizing beam splitter, PPBS is the partial polarizing
beam splitter, QWP is the quarter-wave plate, BD is the beam displacer and HWP is the half-wave plate.
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Appendix A: Conventional preparation of a
two-dimensional quantum state through a
non-maximally entangled channel

Suppose Alice aims to prepare a two-dimensional quantum state for Bob,
|ϕi = x0 |0i + x1 |1i
= x0 |0i + |x1 |eiθ |1i,
FIG. 3. The success probability in the conventional RSP and
optimal DRSP protocols is a function of entanglement coefficients of the quantum channel. As the quantum channel degenerates from a maximally entangled state (|α| = |β| = √12 )
to a partially entangled one (|α| 6= |β|), the success probability of conventional RSP schemes is decayed accordingly, but
the success probability of our optimal DRSP scheme remains
1 and constant.

RSP schemes and boasts better performances in counteracting environmental noises in other quantum communication tasks. This study presents brilliant thinking
for transferring information more efficiently in practical
quantum networks.

(A1)

where x0 is a real number, x1 is a complex number, and
both satisfy orthogonal normalization x20 +|x1 |2 = 1. The
generally entangled channel preshared by two communicators is the entangled quantum state of qubits A and
B,
|ϕiAB = (α|00i + β|11i)AB ,

(A2)

where complex numbers α and β satisfy orthogonal normalization |α|2 + |β|2 = 1 and |α| ≤ |β|. Only when
|α| = |β|, |ϕiAB is a maximally entangled quantum state.
According to conventional RSP protocols [9, 51], Alice introduces an auxiliary qubit C with the original state |0iC
and performs C-NOT gate CAC on qubits A and C,
|ϕ0 iABC = CAC (|ϕiAB ⊗ |0iC )
= (α|000i + β|111i)ABC ,

(A3)

6
where
Cij = i (|0ih0|)i ⊗ j (|0ih0| + |1ih1|)j
+ i (|1ih1|)i ⊗ j (|1ih0| + |0ih1|)j .

(A4)

To carry out a general evolution, a collective unitary
operation transforms the hyperentangled quantum state
(α|000i + β|111i)ABC to the result

(A5)

where

UAC

1
0

=
0

0

0
1
0

0
0

0
q0
− 1−

α

q β
0
1−

α2
β2

α
β


α2
β2

|ϕ1 iABC =UA |ϕ0 iABC
=(αx0 |000i + α|x1 |eiθ |100i
− β|x1 |e

|ϕ1 iABC =UAC |ϕ0 iABC
=α(|000i + |111i)ABC
p
+ β 2 − α2 |110iABC ,



Step (I) Alice knows the information prepared for
Bob applies the unitary transformation related to the information UA = (x0 |0i + |x1 |eiθ |1i)h0| + (−|x1 |e−iθ |0i +
x0 |1i)h1| on qubit A. After that the hyperentangled state
is unitarily evolved into



,



(A6)

here the agreement |α| ≤ |β|. Alice then applies C-NOT
gate CAC on qubits A and C again, the above quantum
state is evoluted into
|ϕ2 iABC =CAC |ϕ1 iABC
=α|0iC (|00i + |11i)AB
p
+ β 2 − α2 |1iC |11iAB .

−iθ

(B1)

|011i + βx0 |111i)ABC .

Note that UA is an element of the two-dimensional special
unitary group SU2 constituted by a set of 2×2 complex
matrices which have a determinant of unity. Any one
of these elements can be generated by a set of generators {I, σx , σy , σz } [84–86], i.e., UA can be substituted
by these generators easy-to-prepare experimentally and
corresponding operations.
Step (II) Alice employs the phase gate PAC =
2iθ
|01ih01| + |10ih10| + |11ih11|)AC on
AC (|00ih00| − e
qubits A and C. The quantum state of the system is
evolved into the following one
|ϕ2 iABC =PAC |ϕ1 iABC
=(αx0 |000i + α|x1 |eiθ |100i

(B2)

iθ

+ β|x1 |e |011i + βx0 |111i)ABC .
(A7)

Next, a measurement on the auxiliary qubit C follows. If
the measurement result is |0iC , the three-qubit quantum
state is collapsed into the maximally entangled quantum
state (|00i + |11i)AB and RSP is successfully accessed. If
the result is |1iC , RSP fails with the disrupted quantum
channel. Thereby the successful probability of RSP may
be expressed by 2|α2 |(|α2 | ≤ 21 ) according to traditional
protocols.

Step (III) After particle transmission, Bob performs
the C-NOT gate CAB on qubits A and B.
|ϕ3 iABC =CAB |ϕ2 iABC
=(αx0 |000i + α|x1 |eiθ |110i

(B3)

iθ

+ β|x1 |e |011i + βx0 |101i)ABC .
Step (IV) Subsequently, Bob performs another CNOT gate CBA on qubits B and A.
|ϕ4 iABC =CBA |ϕ3 iABC
=(αx0 |000i + α|x1 |eiθ |010i
+ β|x1 |e−iθ |111i + βx0 e−2iθ |101i)ABC(B4)

Appendix B: Deterministic preparation of a
two-dimensional state via a non-maximally
entangled channel

=α|00iAC (x0 |0i + |x1 |eiθ |1i)B
+ βe−2iθ |11iAC (x0 |0i + |x1 |eiθ |1i)B .

The following section details the successful preparation of a two-dimensional quantum state (Eq. (A1)) at a
distant location with one percent probability through a
non-maximally entangled channel (Eq. (A2)).

Step (V) Alice and Bob implement PM on qubits C
and A under the simplest basis {0,1} severally. RSP is
always successful with either measurement result. Bob
surely obtains the quantum state (Eq. (A1)) prepared
for him.
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